Global Language Project (GLP) supports world-language learning through innovative teacher development and best-in-class curricula, thus enabling students, particularly those in underserved communities, to develop language proficiency for further education and the global workforce.

**OUR MISSION**

Global Language Project (GLP) supports world-language learning through innovative teacher development and best-in-class curricula, thus enabling students, particularly those in underserved communities, to develop language proficiency for further education and the global workforce.

**THE NEED AND THE GAP**

44 STATES reported a shortage of qualified K–12 language and/or bilingual teachers for the 2016–2017 school year—the highest for any school subject. ONLY 1 IN 5 American K-12 students are currently enrolled in a foreign language course. Education shortcomings are clearest in critical-need languages, such as Arabic, that are essential to national security.

**THE UNITED STATES LAGS BEHIND**

most nations of the world, including European nations and China, in the percentage of its citizens who have some knowledge of a second language.

**BENEFITS OF LANGUAGE STUDY INCLUDE:**

- Increased cognitive abilities
- Higher standardized test performance
- Improved self-concept

**OUR WORK**

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

GLP offers teacher training programs for world language educators in NYC and across the country, hosting workshops, webinars, and conferences year-round.

**OUR PROGRAMS OFFER TEACHERS THE CHANCE TO:**

- Work with nationally recognized instructors of world language education
- Build a community of practice with other world language teachers
- Earn CTLE credits

**CURRICULUM**

GLP develops best-in-class, thematic, standards-aligned curricula for elementary level instruction in Arabic, Mandarin, and Spanish.

**CAREER DAYS**

GLP’s Career Days expose New York City elementary, middle and high school students to different career opportunities, with a special emphasis on the impact of world language and cultural competency skills.
OUR IMPACT | THE 2017-2018 SCHOOL YEAR

GLP is scaling its impact and working to establish itself as the go-to organization for world language training resources.

**TRAINED**
320 TEACHERS

**IMPACTING**
48,000 STUDENTS

of NYATC participants were satisfied with the conference workshops and sessions.

99%

95%
of Deepening Discourse workshop participants would recommend GLP professional development to colleagues.

WORKED WITH
TEACHERS OF
8 LANGUAGES

94%
of participants agreed that content and strategies from GLP webinars will be useful in their work.

PROVIDED
OVER 40,000
STUDENTS WITH
CURRICULUM RESOURCES

HEAR FROM OUR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS!

The GLP training made a real turning point in my career. The program assured me that I am in the right field.

Namjoo P.
Korean Teacher

I recommend the Deepening Discourse series to ALL World Language teachers because it is by far the best professional development series that I have attended in my 11 years teaching.

Catherine O.
Spanish Teacher

Presenters share their rich teaching experience and colleagues inspire each other with open-minded sharing and feedback. We learn from each other and grow together.

Wendy H.
Mandarin Teacher

I can apply the skills I learned at Career Day for future use at college or at my workplace because teamwork and leadership skills will always be handy when working with others.

Elvis L., 12th Grade Mandarin Student

MAKE A DIFFERENCE, SUPPORT LANGUAGE LEARNING!

Donate online at: secure.givelively.org/donate/global-language-project-inc

All donations are 100% tax deductible. Thank you for your support of GLP!